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Background/Discussion: 

On June 1, 2010, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) published an Advanced Notice of 

Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) on the Federal New Starts/Small Starts Program. The 

ANPRM seeks public comment regarding the FTA's New Starts and Small Starts project 

justification criteria. 

In particular, FTA is seeking public review on how to improve its calculation of "cost 

effectiveness", including whether FTA should measure quantifiable benefits other than 

reduced travel time. In addition, FTA is seeking comments on how it should evaluate 

environmental benefits and economic development effects. Information gathered from this 

ANPRM is intended to "inform FTA's broader effort, next year, to amend the regulations that 

govern its New and Small Starts programs". 

District staff has been following the development of New Starts/Small Starts guidance since 

the introduction of the Small Starts program in 2005. Over the last several years, District 

staff has provided FTA with comments on all notices related to Small Starts, Major Capital 

Investments and other associated issues. 

The attachment presents District staffs' technical comments on the ANPRM. It was 

prepared by Tina Spencer with input from Robert Del Rosario, Nathan Landau, Cory 

LaVigne and Kate Miller. 

Prior Relevant Board Actions/Policies: 

GM 07-174: Review of Federal New Starts/Small Starts Policies and Procedures 

Attachments: 

Attachment: ANPRM on Project Justification Criteria 

Approved by: Mary V. King, Interim General Manager 

Prepared by: Tina Spencer, Director of Service Development and Planning 

Date Prepared: August 5, 2010 
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Long Range Planning and Data Analysis 

1600 Franklin Street, Oakland, CA 94612 - 510.891.4754 

Docket Management Facility 

US Department of Transportation 

1200 New Jersey Ave., S.E. 

Docket Operations, M-30 

West Building Ground Floor, Room W-12-140 

Washington, DC 20590 

Re: FTA Docket Number 2010-0009 

AC Transit would like to provide input on the Federal Transit Administration's 

Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking; request for comments published June 

1,2010. 

AC Transit operates a network of local, Rapid, express and line-haul routes, and 

has several corridors in varying stages of development for Bus Rapid Transit 

implementation. As such, we are interested in ensuring that guidance 

concerning Small Starts projects is clear and appropriate for a variety of Small 

Start and New Starts scenarios. 

The following comments are presented in the order they occur in the ANPRM 

document in both a general and "question specific" fashion. 

Cost Effectiveness 

1) How might FTA better evaluate cost effectiveness? 

2) What, if any, additional benefits such as environmental benefits, equity 

considerations, and benefits of economic development attributed to a 

specific project could FTA include in the measure of cost effectiveness? 

What specific benefits should be included in the calculations of cost 

effectiveness? 

3) If you believe that FTA should include the other benefits in the measure 

of cost effectiveness, how can FTA best measure and quantify these 

benefits? Please include specifics on how FTA would quantify and 

measure these benefits? 
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4) Are there simpler measures of cost effectiveness that FTA could use? If 

so, what are they? 

The 2007 New Starts Guidance places a significant emphasis on requiring 

projects to reduce VMT in general, and specifically provide a service that is 

competitive to the automobile. However, stressing those singular aspects 

neglects other project benefits that often exist in an older, urban or transit rich 

area where auto use may be lower than in newer suburban areas without existing 

transit investments. Within those areas, increasing general mobility and 

promoting non-motorized trip making is a greater benefit than simply reducing 

VMT. 

Further, the benefits of a transit investment that accrue to Environmental Justice 

populations (low-income and minority) where there may be a greater reliance on 

transit, are much different than those in areas that require an auto to access high 

quality transit. And, while Total System User benefits helps to capture those 

benefits, it may be necessary to have a qualitative measure that deals with equity 

rather than a quantitative one. 

AC Transit also recommends that FTA review their current travel time savings 

metrics that give greater weight to "drive-to-transit" access rather than "walk to 

transit" or "bus to transit". This would help capture the benefits accruing to 

communities that have transit supportive land use or "transit first" policies, along 

with other supporting transit investments. 

5) How should FTA evaluate projects across cities with varying levels of 

transit service? In other words, should FTA continue to compare projects 

against a baseline alternative? ....Should FTA consider additional benefit 

categories such as convenience for riders, reduced congestion, reduced 

travel times as a result of reduced congestion, reduction in the number 

of accidents due to reduced congestion, fuel costs (or other variable 

cost) savings for individuals who would be using the projects and/or the 

benefit to national security of additional transportation options? If so, 

how should these be measured? 

6) Should FTA measure project benefits on opening year for those projects 

or retain the current methodology which is based on the planning 

forecast year (which is approximately 20 years in the future)? 

For larger projects, a Transportation System Management (TSM) may be an 

appropriate baseline for evaluating projects; however, it is only useful if the TSM 

alternative represents a real project that local decision-makers and the 

community would be willing to undertake. In some areas, significant 

transportation investment is planned within the time horizon of the New 

Start/Small Start project. In those cases, TSM alternatives may make more 
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sense. However, for other areas, a TSM baseline would represent a "non-

project", used for evaluative purposes only. 

Further, for smaller projects, a "No-Build" project is not only more understandable 

for the public, but more realistic in terms of determining project benefits or 

mitigations. AC Transit suggests revisiting the "Baseline Alternative" requirement 

by either allowing project sponsors to select between a No-Build alternative or a 

TSM alternative that only considers projects already in the pipeline in the 

Regional Transportation Plan. 

AC Transit also suggests allowing project sponsors to determine whether a 20 

year horizon is appropriate for their level of investment (Small Starts versus New 

Starts) or if a more immediate planning forecast year is more useful. 

Environmental Benefits 

Rating the environmental benefits of Major Capital Investment Projects should be 

incorporated into a comprehensive point rating system such as the LEED system 

for buildings that considers both the project performance as well as the impact to 

the natural environment. It should consider: 

• Energy use for construction and operations 

• Emissions for construction and operations 

• Pollution for construction and operations (water, noise, air, etc.) 

• Vehicle construction and operations (emissions, energy use, pollution, 

water consumption, etc.) 

• Measurement of fewer vehicles on the road as a result of project along 

with associated GHG reduction 

• Use of energy efficient/sustainable materials, systems, infrastructure and 

transit elements (e.g. solar-powered electronic devices and permeable 

pavement) 

• LEED rating for facilities in the project 

• Environmentally efficient land use (higher densities, TODs, less car use) 

However, because most environmental technology has a greater capital cost 

than traditional construction methods, any environmental benefits should be 

weighed in the cost effectiveness criteria to avoid penalizing environmentally 

beneficial systems and elements. However, what could be considered in the cost 

effectiveness evaluation are longer term benefits that accrue to the project 

sponsor as a result of the environmental efficiency (gas savings of hybrid 

vehicles, lower maintenance costs for LED lighting, energy reduction of PV 

systems) or reduced life-cycle costs. 

Economic Development 

1)How might FTA better measure the impact of transit on local land use 

patterns and/or economic development? 
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FTA should take note that transit projects primarily impact land use at a 

corridor level. These projects have more potential to affect economic 

development at both a corridor and a regional level. 

2) Should FTA continue to use its current approach for evaluating the 

economic development effects of major transit investments? 

Yes, it's a broadly reasonable approach. 

3) Should FTA define economic development differently? If so, how? 

Yes, land use should be defined in terms of space in the built environment, of 

how much real estate development activity (private, non-profit, and public) 

there is. Economic development should be defined in terms of economic 

activity. 

4) Should FTA use either a qualitative or a quantitative approach for 

evaluating the economic development effects of New Smarts and Small 

Starts projects? Should FTA consider a qualitative or quantitative 

approach for land use policies or a quantitative approach for predicting 

changes in land use values and patterns as a proxy for evaluating 

economic development benefits? 

FTA should look at changes in land value along the transit corridor as 

compared with regional changes in land value. That method would at least 

isolate the land value change to the corridor, although of course other factors 

could be at play on the corridor as well. The only meaningful way to evaluate 

land use policies is qualitatively. The context within which these policies are 

approved and implemented varies greatly between cities, regions, and states 

(as the legal framework of land use law is generally at the state level). Land 

use policies are effective or ineffective in conjunction with an ensemble of 

other policies, and this bundle of policies should be evaluated. 

5) What scale should be used to measure economic development? At a 

corridor level or at the metropolitan area level? 

Both levels should be considered. The corridor level should be used to 

evaluate whether the transit investment is having an impact where the impact 

should be strongest. In addition, the corridor should represent an area where 

the city wishes to spur development. In a large metropolitan area, it may be 

difficult to see the impact of a transit investment in a single corridor, especially 

a small start. However, metropolitan area data should be used to assure that 

the transit investment did not simply move economic activity from one area to 

another. On the positive side, metropolitan area data might show that 

creation/enhancement of transit-served areas may serve as a metropolitan 

level generator of economic growth. 
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6) How should FTA distinguish between the land use effects and the 

economic development effects of a proposed project? How should they 

be measured? 

The land use impacts are the buildings/developments generated/ facilitated by 

the transit investment. These impacts could include development on vacant 

land, more intense examples of a use already present (e.g. denser residential 

development) or changes of use. Economic development impacts affect the 

level of economic activity, whether defined in terms of household income, 

employment, gross regional product, or other measures. Economic activity in 

metropolitan areas generally takes place within buildings, but it is not identical 

to the buildings (which could, for example, remain vacant). 

7) Can a New Starts or a Small Starts project generate new economic 

development that would otherwise not have occurred in the surrounding 

area? If so, how might that economic development be measured? Should 

FTA consider the overall economic health of a metropolitan area when 

estimating the potential for a New Starts or Small Starts project to foster 

economic development? 

At a corridor level, a Small Starts/New Starts project could catalyze economic 

development that would not otherwise have happened. This would be less 

common at a regional level, but a Small Smarts/New Smarts project could 

improve a region's competitiveness at a metropolitan level. 

8) How should FTA assess whether the plans, policies and incentives 

intended to promote economic development would lead to transit-

oriented development that provides jobs and services within the 

corridor? Should FTA consider the economic development effects of the 

project on adjacent corridors? Should FTA consider commitments by 

developers or funding offered by developers as evidence of future 

economic development benefits? 

As suggested by the New Starts Working Group, FTA should make an overall 

evaluation of the plans applicable to a corridor, and whether they are likely to 

lead to transit-oriented development. 

Among elements to consider are: 

• The city's/region's history in delivering transit-oriented development, 

• Whether applicable plans are mutually supportive or have contradictory 

elements, 

• Whether the city/region has made any special designation of station 

areas/corridors for TOD (such as the Bay Area's Priority Development 

Area designation) 

• Whether local zoning is supportive of TOD 
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• Whether there are infrastructure/public improvement/public realm plans in 

place 

• Whether developers have made commitments to TOD 

9) Should FTA consider changes in land values as an indicator of potential 

economic growth in a station area or project corridor? How can FTA 

avoid double counting benefits given that changes in land values may be 

caused in part by the improved accessibility from the project that FTA 

already measures as part of cost effectiveness? 

Land value changes should be considered because they are an important, 

universal indicator of the impact of a transit project. The value of increased 

accessibility should be credited as part of economic development (the 

external measure) rather than as part of cost effectiveness (the internal 

measure). 

10)Should economic development be a part of the cost effectiveness 

measure? 

No. Cost effectiveness relates to how efficiently the project itself meets its 

goals, while economic development looks at the project's impact on the 

corridor, city, and region around it. The two concepts measure different things 

and work in different ways and should not be conflated. 

AC Transit looks forward to reviewing and providing comments on this important 

Major Capital Investment guidance. 

Sincerely, 

Tina Spencer 

Director of Service Development and Planning 

cc. Board of Directors 

Mary V. King, Interim General Manager 




